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Abstract
High quality chest compressions (CCs) have been
proven to increase patient survival, during cardiac arrest.
The impedance cardiogram (ICG) may provide a simple
and non-invasive CPR coaching system to improve CC
efficacy of minimally trained users.
Cardiac arrest was induced in eleven swine. Manual
CCs were applied at a fixed depth for two-minute episodes,
increasing for each successive episode. Physiological data
was recorded at 30s intervals. The primary analysis
assessed the relationship between ICG amplitude and CC
depth using a 5s analysis window. The secondary analysis
compared the ICG amplitude against captured
physiological data and CC depth, using a 30s window.
The primary analysis yielded a strong Pearson
correlation coefficient (95% confidence interval) of 0.90
(0.89, 0.91) between ICG amplitude and CC depth. The
secondary analysis produced an overall correlation of
0.92 (0.90, 0.94) between ICG amplitude and CC depth.
The within-animal correlation for ICG amplitude and both
end-tidal carbon dioxide and systolic blood pressure was
0.94 (0.93, 0.95) and 0.90 (0.88, 0.92) respectively.
Our data suggests that the amplitude of ICG is a good
predictor of CC efficacy in a porcine model of cardiac
arrest, when manual CCs are applied.

1.

Introduction

Cardiac arrest is one of the leading causes of death in
the western world. The best way to improve a patient’s
chance of surviving a cardiac arrest is the early onset of
cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) and to defibrillate
the patient if needed. Current CPR guidelines, both
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American Heart Association (AHA) [1] and European
Resuscitation Council (ERC) [2], state that CPR delivered
between a depth of 50 mm to 60 mm, in an adult, provides
the most efficacious therapy and maximizes the patient’s
chance of survival.
ERC guidelines also suggest that end tidal carbon
dioxide (ETCO2) may be used as a predictor of the return
of spontaneous circulation (ROSC) and survival to hospital
discharge. Patients with an ETCO2 of less than 10 mmHg
after 10 minutes of resuscitation, have been reported to
have a higher mortality rate than patients with higher
ETCO2 values [3], [4].
The impedance cardiogram (ICG), which is a measure
of the change in impedance across a patients’ thorax, has
previously been used to detect cardiac output [5]. The
transthoracic impedance (TTI) represents the combined
total impedance, of the contents in the patient’s thorax [6].
Blood flowing in and out of the thorax causes a fluctuation
in the patient’s TTI. The TTI signal (Z) may be acquired
by passing a low AC current (50 µA) with a high frequency
(32 kHz) through the thorax. The ICG signal (∆Z) is
obtained by applying a high pass or band pass filter to the
TTI signal [6]–[8].
The ICG has previously been shown to be a good
predictor of chest compression (CC) depth, when
mechanical CCs are delivered to a porcine model of
cardiac arrest, via a pneumatic piston [9]. It has also been
reported that ICG and TTI may be utilized to develop
highly accurate CPR rate feedback algorithms [10], [11].
This study was conducted to primarily assess the
relationship between ICG amplitude and CC depth. The
relationship between ICG amplitude and other endpoints
including ETCO2, systolic blood pressure (SBP), diastolic
blood pressure (DBP) and pulse oximetry (SpO2), during
manual cardiac massage were also assessed.
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2.

Materials and Methods

2.1.

Data Collection

implemented a 30 second non-overlapping analysis
window with ICG and CC depth data pairs incorporated
into the table of transcribed vital signs and ETCO2 data.
2.2.1

Data was collected from an eleven-model porcine study,
conducted between July 2016 and August 2016.
Electrocardiogram (ECG) and ICG signals were recorded
via a HeartSine Technologies defibrillator. The ECG and
ICG signals were sampled at a frequency of 250 Hz with a
resolution of 0.154 µV per least significant bit (LSB) and
0.315 mΩ/LSB respectively. CC depth was measured
using a Phillips HeartStart MRx with Q-CPR technology.
The CC depth measurements were sampled at a frequency
of 50 Hz, with a resolution of 0.01 mm/LSB.
Cardiac arrest was induced in each animal at the
beginning of the study protocol. Chest compressions were
applied to each animal in the form of two-minute episodes.
Each episode consisted of continuous CCs delivered at a
rate between 100-120 compressions per minute (CPM), at
a maintained depth. A total of seven episodes of CPR were
delivered to each animal. The first four episodes of CPR
for each animal were delivered at a depth between 10 mm
and 39 mm and the last three CPR episodes were applied
at depth between 40 mm and 60 mm.
In addition to the acquired ICG and compression depth
signal, vital sign measurements were recorded. ETCO2,
SpO2, SBP and DBP measurements, were transcribed from
a Datex-Ohmeda vital signs monitor.
2.2.

Methods

Upon completion of data collection, the ICG and CC
depth signals were subject to annotation review by a
trained study investigator. This was conducted to
synchronize the ICG and CC depth signals, as they were
obtained using different devices with no real-time clock to
automatically align the output signals. The annotation
process involved plotting the ICG and CC depth signals
and identifying a common event, such as the beginning of
a two-minute CPR episode. The sample index at which the
common event occurred was recorded for each signal and
converted to relative time. The duration between the two
recorded times was calculated and used to trim the
beginning of the signal with the greater time to event. A
second annotation review was conducted to identify the
start time of each CPR episode using the ICG signal. The
second round of annotations were used to segment the ICG
and CC depth signal data into two-minute epochs
representing individual chest compression episodes.
Once the signals were synchronized and segmented,
into individual episodes, they were ready for processing
and analysis. The primary analysis used a non-overlapping
5 second window to obtain data pairs of ICG amplitude and
CC depth amplitudes and the relationship between these
variables was evaluated. The secondary analysis

Signal Analysis

ICG amplitude was represented by calculating the root
mean squared (RMS) of the ICG signal for each analysis
window. CC depth was calculated using a custom made,
differentiation based, peak detection algorithm. The peak
detection algorithm was responsible for identifying
samples at which local minima occurred in the CC depth
signal. To avoid the identification of false peaks, a rule was
introduced that peaks should be at least 25 samples apart,
as CPR was administered between 100 CPM and 120 CPM
during the study. Each observed minima is representative
of the maximal sternum displacement for a single CC. The
mean of the identified minima, within each analysis
window, was used to represent CC depth for statistical
analysis. Figure 1 shows the identification of local minima
within the CC depth signal.
The ICG amplitude and CC depth processing methods
were applied to the signal data twice, once with a 5 second
analysis window for the primary analysis and again with a
30 second analysis window for the secondary analysis.
Data pairs obtained from the 5 second window analysis
were compiled for correlation analysis. Data pairs for the
30 second window analysis were compiled and added to a
table of transcribed vital sign and ETCO2 data.
As model residuals were not normally distributed within
the vital signs and ETCO2 transcriptions, all variables for
the secondary analysis were replaced with their
corresponding ranks prior to statistical analysis. Both
within-animal and overall correlations were calculated for
ICG amplitude and CC depth. Within-animal correlations
were calculated for ICG amplitude and each recorded vital
sign and ETCO2.

Figure 1 Example of a CC depth trace displaying the
identification of local maxima
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3.

Results

3.1.

Primary Analysis

Table 1 Observed correlation estimates between ICG amplitude
and recorded endpoints (CC depth, ETCO2, SBP, DBP and
SpO2), using a 30 second analysis window.

For the primary analysis, a total of 1848 (24 analysis
windows x 7 CPR episodes x 11 animals = 1848 data pairs)
data pairs of ICG amplitude and CC depth were available
for statistical analysis. A strong Pearson correlation
coefficient (95% confidence interval) of 0.90 (0.89, 0.91)
was observed between depth of chest compression and
ICG amplitude. The within-animal correlation was 0.94
(0.92, 0.96). The distribution of chest compression depth
and ICG amplitudes are shown in Figure 2.

Endpoint

N

Corr.

95% CI

CC Depth

308

0.96

(0.95, 0.97)

ETCO2

308

0.94

(0.93, 0.95)

SBP

308

0.90

(0.88, 0.92)

DBP

308

-0.64

(-0.71, -0.55)

SpO2

285

-0.03

(-0.14, 0.10)

4.

Figure 2 Relationship between ICG amplitude and CC depth using
a 5 second analysis window

3.2.

Secondary Analysis

A total of 308 (4 analysis windows x 7 CPR episodes x
11 animals = 308 observations) observations were
collected for all variables except for SpO2 which produced
only 285 observations. The overall correlation (95%
confidence interval) between ICG amplitude and CC depth
was 0.92 (0.90, 0.94). The within-animal correlation
between ICG amplitude and CC depth yielded a correlation
estimate of 0.96 (0.95, 0.97). The within-animal
correlation estimate for ICG amplitude and ETCO2 was
0.94 (0.93, 0.95). All within-animal correlations can be
seen in Table 1.

Discussion

The results from the primary analysis identifies that
there is a strong relationship (r = 0.94) between ICG
amplitude and chest compression depth. Due to the short 5
second analysis windows and the monotonicity of the
dataset, the primary analysis demonstrates it is possible to
rapidly process the ICG signal and subsequently, provide
CPR performance feedback to the user.
The strong observed correlations between ICG
amplitude and physiological parameters such as ETCO2
(r = 0.94) and SBP (r = 0.90), provides a solid framework
for developing an ICG based CPR feedback system.
Quantifying the physiological response of a patient, as
CPR is performed, is a preferred indicator of efficacy.
Whilst high CC depth is associated with higher blood
pressure and circulation during resuscitation efforts, the
guideline depths of 50 mm to 60 mm have been proven to
be unattainable, even with real time feedback [12]. An
argument can be made that CC depth is a strictly
mechanical measurement of sternum displacement and is
not achievable on all patients. The application of 50 mm to
60 mm CCs, regardless of patient build, may not yield the
best survival outcome. The utilization of ICG as a direct
measure of hemodynamic flow during CPR, has the
potential to provide the optimal CC depth tailored for each
individual patient.
5.

Limitations

The study was conducted in a well-controlled laboratory
environment which reduced the likelihood of external
interference. All animals enrolled in the study were healthy
and of similar age. The weight of the enrolled animals was
restricted, with an observed range of 33.0 Kg-43.5 Kg.
Electrode placement was standardized during the
investigation and a narrow TTI range across all animals of
39.18 Ω to 59.38 Ω was observed, indicating good
electrode adhesion.
Manual CPR was applied to each animal by a single
veterinarian which minimized variance in CPR hand
positioning. An additional limitation of this research was
that CC depths of 50 mm and greater were difficult to
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[4]

achieve.
6.

Conclusions

The demand for a simple intuitive CPR feedback system
has never been greater. The installation of AEDs in public
spaces, work environments and leisure facilities has
become a common occurrence. Early defibrillation is
imperative in the treatment of SCA, however, without
effective CPR, the chance of survival drops rapidly.
Developing an intuitive CPR feedback system, which
minimally trained users can operate, may increase CPR
efficacy, thus, improving the patients chance of survival.
Reducing the number of peripheral accessories required to
coach the user on CPR, as well as, delivering defibrillation
therapy, would improve the usability of such a system [13].
The high overall correlation between ICG amplitude
and CC depth for both the primary and secondary analysis
(rprimary = 0.90, rsecondary = 0.92), indicates that ICG is a good
predictor of CC depth during CPR. The ICG may be used
to develop a non-perplexing CPR coaching tool which
adheres to the current AHA and ERC resuscitation
guidelines.
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